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(Decapoda: Portunidae)
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Thalamita crenata is a swimming crab which com-
monly lives in the shallow waters of sheltered shores of
the whole Indo-Pacific region. On the Kenyan coast, this
species colonises the intertidal plateau in front of the
mangrove. This crab proved to be faithful to a familiar
area in which it visited a small number of known holes
where it hides during low tide (Vezzosi et al., in prep.).
The aim of this study was to test the homing ability of T.
crenata after being passively displaced both within the
supposed familiar range (internal homing) and outside it
(external homing).

Internal homing: crabs showed good initial orien-
tation and high homing success when displaced with full
vision of the sky and landscape, both during the day and
night. There were no orientational and homing differen-
ces between crabs which could not see the landscape
during displacement and those in experiments in which
the landward landscape was altered during the backward
journey. Only blinded crabs were not able to return
home.

External homing: the initial paths of crabs displaced 20
m from home with full vision of the sky and landscape
were also oriented non-random, but homing success fell
to about 50%. None of the crabs displaced 50 meters
from home was able to find its way back.

With regard to homing mechanisms used by T.
crenata, analysis of Straightness Index and Home Com-
ponent (Batschelet, 1981) of the crabs' paths allows us to
exclude the use of random walk search, while pilotage
{sensu Papi, 1992), probably based on visual cues, can be
hypothesised.
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Homing behaviour in the slave-making
ant, Polyergus rufescens Latr.
(Hymenoptera, Formicidae)
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Polyergus rufescens, an obligatory slave-making ant,
conducts raids mainly against colonies of the Formica
fusca group. During the raiding expeditions, hundreds of
workers form a close-packed column which moves with
a straight route towards the target colony. We verified
the existence of workers (scouts) whose role is to search
for host colonies (Le Moli et al, 1994). The scouts' ex-
ploratory paths consist in a twisted outbound route
followed by a straighter return trip.

How do Polyergus scouts and raiders orientate during
their trips? To answer this question we carried out field
experiments. Scouts were captured (just when they star-
ted the return trip) and displaced in an unknown area.
The scouts, after having been released, chose the same
direction they were selecting just before the
displacement: they moved with a straight route until they
reached the point where they expected their colony to
be; there, they began to search for the nest entrance.
These results suggest that scouts of P. rufescens use a
path integration system to home after the outbound
trips, very similar to that typically adopted by
Cataglyphis (see Wehner & Wehner, 1986). In some oc-
casions displaced scouts proceeded along a straight path
for a shorter distance than the total homing distance (=
distance between the capture point and the nest). This
fact could be interpreted both as a consequence of the
errors intrinsecally involved in the path integration
mechanism and the possible use of piloting by homing
scouts.

As far as raiders are concerned, on the basis of our ex-
periments we suggest that: a) the head of the raiding
phalanx uses mainly visual cues to orientate during the
outbound trip; b) on the way home, raiders rely mostly
on a chemical trail they probably lay during the out-
bound journey.
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